Abstract. The microstrip circuit is mostly analyzed in transform domain, because its equivalent circuit equation is often nonlinear differential equation, which is easily analyzed in transform domain relatively, but hardly did in time domain, so the analysis of microstrip circuit is a hard work in time domain. In this paper, the FDTD method is used to analyze the microstrip circuit in time domain, by transforming the nonlinear differential equation into time domain iterative equation, selecting suitable time step, and having an iterative computing, the time domain numerical solution can be solved. The FDTD method analyzing the microstrip circuit provides a new way of thought for analyzing microstrip circuit in time domain.
Introduction
In the analysis of microstrip circuit, there is often a question that is how to solve the nonlinear differential equation, because the equivalent circuit equation is usually a nonlinear differential equation. For the ordinary differential equation, there has been a relatively complete mathematic method, which can solve the accurate analytical solution, but for the nonlinear differential equation, there is no effective method which can get the accurate analytical solution in time domain. In most case, people want to get the time domain accurate analytical solution for time domain analysis. Some analytical solution can be solved in transform domain, however the transform domain solution is hard to be transformed into the time domain, so the time domain accurate analytical solution is hard to be got.
The FDTD method is an effective method in solving the numerical solution of differential equation, which is widely used to solve the numerical solution of ordinary differential equation, and there are other methods [1] [2] [3] . The equivalent circuit equation of microstrip circuit is often nonlinear differential equation, we can use the FDTD method to make different discrete transform for the equivalent equation, transform the microstrip circuit into differential equation, have iterative computation, and solve the time domain numerical solution.
In this paper, we take a frequency-halving microstrip circuit as example, and analyze its equivalent circuit equation by FDTD method, solve the time domain numerical solution, which is according with the measured result given in the reference. The result validates that the method is available. It gives a new method to analyze the microstrip circuit.
Theory Analysis
The basic thought of FDTD method solving differential equation is making a discrete transformation to the differential equation, and using finite difference instead of the differential coefficient calculation, making time domain iterative calculation, then working out the numerical solution.
A. Difference principle： There is an analytic function y, its variable is x, written as y=f(x), the derivative of y to x is defined as follow: Where dy, dx are tiny variable. So, when dx is enough tiny, the derivative of y can be instead of by difference quotient. There are three common difference forms, they are follows:
（1）
Formula (1) shows the first order derivative, the difference is called as first order difference. If we made a difference to the first order difference again, we will get the second order difference, written as y 2 ∆ . And so on, we can get every order difference by this method. We take the forward difference as an example.
（5）
According to the derivative define, when the difference of variable tends to 0, the derivative can be calculated by difference quotient. So we can use difference quotient to replace derivative in the numerical calculation. We take the center difference form as example, the first order derivative can be written as:
（6） The second order derivative can be written as:
B. The finite difference transform of difference equation. There is a difference equation as follow: 
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Figure1 shows the numerical solution of the equation (8). It can be clearly seen that the numerical solution is stable in the figure. If we take the curve-fitting algorithm, we can get the semi-analytical solution of the equation (8). It is very helpful in the analysis of microstrip circuit, because in the microstrip circuit, the excitation source is often the trigonometric function.
Calculation Example
The frequency halver is a special phenomenon in microstrip circuit [4] [5] [6] , which is very useful in the design of microwave circuit and engineering application. Scholars only found the phenomenon in experiments, but have not analyzed this phenomenon comprehensively in theory. By now there is no breakthrough in principle analysis. Some scholars analyzed the frequency halver microstrip circuit and only solved out the analytical solution of the simplified equivalent circuit equation by complexity mathematical analysis. They got the measure result, but didn't give the numerical analysis in time domain. We analyze the circuit transient response in time domain completely, and take this microstrip circuit [4] as the example of using FDTD method to analyze microstrip circuit, and calculate the time domain numerical solution. The frequency halver microstrip circuit is showed in figure 2 .
Figure2 shows the frequency halving circuit. It can be seen that the frequency halving circuit is symmetrical except the balun. The function of the balun is making the circuit balance. The Loop is a current loop. The nonlinear feature of the varactor can produce various frequency components, which maybe add or subtract through the balanced circuit.
The equivalent circuit is showed in figure 3 . Figure3 shows the equivalent circuit of the frequency halving circuit. It can be seen that the circuit is a symmetrical circuit. Where Vp(t) is the alternating current source, R p is the resistance of the Vp(t), R L is the load resistance, L1 and L2 are the coupling inductance, Vb is direct current source. The frequency halving phenomenon is produced by the coupling L1 with L2.
The varactors in figure3 are modeled as 
（12）
When using the method to analyze the microstrip circuit, there are two key points. The first is that setting suitable time step ( t ∆ ) makes the simulation stable, and the second is that the timing sequence of responses must be according with the actual circuit. In study, we try set x(t) as different signals such as direct spread spectrum signals, FM signals, and double frequency signals, all the numerical solutions can be solved, and show the frequency-halving phenomenon. It provides that the method is effective and the circuit is very helpful in engineering application.
Conclusion
In this paper, we use the FDTD method to analyze the frequency-halving microstrip circuit, and solve out the numerical solution by iterative calculation. The numerical solution is according with the measured results. It shows that the method is feasible, and it provides a new thought for the time domain analysis and engineering design of microstrip circuit.
